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Infosecurity.sk, in cooperation with the International Republican Institute’s Beacon Project,
monitored posts in the Slovak-language Facebook space concerning the European Green
Deal as well as those containing themes and prevailing sentiments about broader energy-
related topics such as climate change, the environment, and energy. The research was
conducted using the CrowdTangle tool between May 1 and September 30, 2022. This
monitoring is part of a larger IRI initiative implemented simultaneously in five EU countries.

As part of the research, we analyzed the content of 1,853 relevant posts. The most
prevalent topic was energy (1,068 posts were tagged "energy"), followed by the economy
(686 posts), and Russia (620 posts).
There was a clear overlap between the topics of energy and the economy. Both topics
occurred at very similar rates in the same time periods. They were dominant in the period
from the beginning of July to the end of July 2022, and from the end of August to the end
of September 2022. Among the 20 sources that received the highest number of
impressions (1) on the analyzed posts, there were seven politicians, six pro-Russian
Facebook pages, four mainstream media sources, and two pages of political parties.
Few sources communicated Green Deal-related topics during the period under study,
with only a minimum of interactions in total. However, the posts were more likely to
engage positive or neutral sentiment rather than negative sentiment. Relevant actors,
such as EU institutions and their branches in Slovakia, published most of them. Slovak
political actors published only a limited number of posts on the topic. 
Another theme was the EU's effort to diversify energy sources to make the union less
dependent on energy supplies from Russia. The majority of narratives surrounding this
topic portrayed the EU as a "Russophobic" organization.
Out of 401 EU-focused posts (21.5% of all analyzed posts), we identified 188 with a
negative sentiment (46.9%) and 66 with a positive sentiment (16.5%).
The energy crisis resonated in the Slovak information space during the monitored
period, which was associated with a strong pro-Russian sentiment. A total of 188 posts
containing pro-Russian sentiment appeared in the dataset (10.1% of all analyzed posts).
The timing of these posts largely coincided with the distribution of posts containing the
tags "energy" and "economy." 

Summary

Key findings:

(1) In Facebook terminology, impressions are the number of times any content from a page or about a page
“entered a person's screen."

1.

https://www.iribeaconproject.org/our-work-analysis-and-insights/2022-06-30/european-green-deal-mapping-perceptions-central-and


 

In recent years, green topics related to the environment, climate change, and energy have
gradually entered the social discourse of Slovakia, which reflects the global development
of perception of these issues. However, these topics are still considered marginal in the
country, reflective of low public interest among the Slovak audience. Only a small number
of politicians, activists, and other members of civil society communicate on green topics.
Traditional media cover the issue mainly in the case of major events or when following
political developments. 

The low visibility of green topics has created an information vacuum, which problematic,
alternative, or disinformation actors have misused. However, they do not communicate
about these topics as their primary goal. We can observe a trend in which green themes
appear as a proxy for fulfilling more or less hidden political motives. These include, for
example, negatively influencing public opinion or spreading narratives aimed at polarizing
society, weakening trust in democratic institutions, or eroding Slovakia's foreign policy
orientation.
 
This phenomenon is especially evident in the case of actors who try to strengthen negative
sentiments toward Western subjects, especially the European Union, the United States,
and, to a lesser extent, NATO. At the same time, these sources attempt to boost pro-
Russian sentiment (2). A specific case is the energy field, in which Slovakia has been
dependent on Russian energy resources (and thus vulnerable) for a long time. Green topics
are part of a wider logical scheme of narratives that can be included in the framework of
hybrid threats to Slovakia's strategic interests and security.

Despite the diversity of its nature, Slovakia faces global climate changes and extensive
pollution, just like any other country. The pressure related to changing policies to ensure
sustainability has yielded responses at the political, social, and economic levels. According
to a European Commission report from 2020, Slovakia should pay particular attention to
worsened air quality, increasing emissions in the area of transport, and poor energy
sustainability.

Introduction

(2) The susceptibility of the Slovak population to the influence of spreading pro-Russian sentiment results
from several factors. The main ones include the idea of   pan-Slavism (an ideological trend focusing on the
commonalities among Slavic nations) and a mutual history with Russia (USSR), which often leads to
nostalgia for the socialist era. An important factor is also the long-term informational and influential impact of
Russia in Slovakia (the energy field, pro-Russian disinformation/alternative scene, pro-Russian politicians
and other actors, and the activity of the Russian Embassy in Slovakia). In a 2021 survey conducted by the
Globsec think tank, 42% of Slovaks considered Russia the country’s most important strategic partner (despite
energy blackmailing in the past). A total of 61% of respondents thought that Russia does not pose any threat.
A total of 72% of Slovaks supported the idea of pan-Slavism. A change did occur after the start of the
Russian invasion of Ukraine in February 2022. Despite a decrease in a positive perception of Russia (and
President Vladimir Putin), part of Slovak society still leans towards the “Eastern brother.” 

2.

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?qid=1584543810241&uri=CELEX%3A52020SC0524
https://www.globsec.org/sites/default/files/2021-04/Image-of-Russia-Mighty-Slavic-Brother-or-Hungry-Bear-Nextdoor.pdf


 

The low recycling rate (and conversely high landfilling rate), high energy intensity, and
correspondingly weak development in the field of renewable resources are also considered
problematic. Slovakia's green policy is primarily related to that of the EU, which can
currently be considered one of the global leaders in the area. Relations with the EU are a
primary target for disinformation narratives, which attack European unity and solidarity
through manipulative rhetoric, using terms such as the so-called Brussels dictatorship,
green totalitarianism, and ecoterrorism.

In 2019, Slovakia signed up to the commitment to achieve carbon neutrality by 2050. In the
context of meeting the EU's climate goals by 2030 and achieving the goal of climate
neutrality by 2050, the EU member states have developed their national energy and climate
plans. In the Slovak Republic, this mainly includes a reduction of greenhouse gas
emissions, an increase in the share of renewable energy sources, and boosting energy
efficiency.

However, the challenge of the transition to the green economy has highlighted the
potential for misusing this topic in favor of the interests of various actors. That has been
made possible by the mostly insufficient communication of relevant topics and key
solutions (including the European Green Deal) by state and European institutions,
politicians, and traditional media (3). The very nature of the challenge has also opened the
door to abuse, because it means a change in the way of life and a disruption of the usual
framework for fulfilling the needs of the population. This element became critical
especially after the outbreak of war in Ukraine, which endangered the economic and energy
stability of the state.

A total of 47% of Slovakia's citizens have major concerns about spikes in the cost of
energy, according to an internet survey by Nielsen Atmosphere Slovakia on a sample of
500 respondents over 15 years old. A total of 66% said that this was their main reason for
reducing energy consumption. Other reasons, such as a personal effort to use energy
efficiently (17%) or the climate crisis (7%), follow much further behind.

The change in perception of this issue is significant in contrast to the survey "How are you
Slovakia?" (Ako sa máte, Slovensko?) from 2020, which monitored social sentiments since
the beginning of the pandemic. In the given period, 61% of Slovaks said the preservation of
the environment was as crucial as the country's economic performance after the pandemic
(4). According to 72% of respondents, waste sorting should be the top priority for the
government, while a decrease in car traffic was seen as the least important.

(3) The problem is indicated by the results of the public opinion poll How are you Slovakia? from 2020. 73%
of respondents have never heard or heard only a little about the European Green Deal. The initiative is
primarily known by young people.
(4) The survey was conducted on a sample of 1,000 respondents and the data was collected in May 2020.

3.

https://www.mhsr.sk/uploads/files/zsrwR58V.pdf
https://www.teraz.sk/ekonomika/prieskum-takmer-polovica-slovakov-ma/664155-clanok.html
https://www.enviroportal.sk/clanok/prieskum-ochrana-zivotneho-prostredia-by-sa-mala-stat-jednou-z-priorit-vlady
https://www.enviroportal.sk/clanok/prieskum-ochrana-zivotneho-prostredia-by-sa-mala-stat-jednou-z-priorit-vlady


 

We consider the gradual redirect from fossil fuels, respectively the transition to energy with
a minimum amount of greenhouse gas emissions, to be key. The results of an ACRC public
opinion survey from 2022 show that residents of Slovakia would primarily choose solar
power plants (38%), followed by nuclear power plants (17%), wind (16%), and hydropower
plants (16%) to reduce emissions. Geothermal energy (7%) and biomass burning (6%)
finished at the bottom. The perception of nuclear power has improved since the last
survey. Up to 60.6% of the population now considers it very safe or relatively safe, while in
2015 the figure was just 45.2%. A total of 62% of respondents favored the completion of
the Mochovce nuclear power plant.

Regardless, a certain degree of reluctance to adapt was evident, especially concerning an
increase in electricity prices. Only 7.3% of the population would definitely accept a higher
price in exchange for a higher share of renewables, and 35.5% of people were "more likely"
to accept this option. A total of 60.5% would accept an increase of a maximum of 5 euros
per month, and 32.3% would be willing to pay an additional 10 euros monthly.

This public opinion research indicates that the capacity for reflection on climate and
environmental issues in Slovakia fluctuates and depends on external factors (such as the
impact of the climate crisis, pollution, etc.), as well as communication on the topic at the
political level or the amount of media coverage on the given issues. For example, the
increased communication about the topic during the summer heat in 2022 might have led
to a greater vulnerability of citizens toward seeking solutions at the political level.
However, as we have noted, the topics of climate change, the environment, and energy,
which this report focuses on, are often manipulated by actors who use them to polarize
society or, in the case of political actors, to increase their popularity or, on the contrary,
decrease the popularity of their opponents.

The intent of our research was therefore to find answers to the question of how much
content on Slovak-language Facebook pages reflected these topics during the monitored
period (May 1 to September 30, 2022), which actors communicated on these topics, and
what key narratives the analyzed posts included.

4.

https://www.teraz.sk/ekonomika/prieskum-na-slovensku-je-dopyt-po-slne/654525-clanok.html


 

The research was based on analyzing the Facebook content of politicians, political parties,
and relevant mainstream media, as well as pro-Russian oriented sources. Within the last
category, our regular monitoring previously detected the overlapping of environmental,
climate, and energy topics with an anti-Western orientation (including an anti-EU slant)
and/or pro-Russian sentiment, which was one of our motivations for a deeper analysis of
their posts and comparison with other types of content. We considered the pro-Russian
aspect in the given topics not only as a productive aspect of research concerning Russia's
military aggression in Ukraine, but also important because this connection has not yet
been investigated in Slovakia. Using the Crowdtangle and Pulsar tools, our researchers
manually coded 1,853 relevant posts that the monitored sources published in the given
period to quantify the occurrence of various narratives. Please refer to the research design
section and annex of this report for a detailed explanation of the methodology, a full list of
the monitored media, and coding tags.

The research was based on tracking content that corresponded with predefined tags.
These covered several basic topics: climate change (tags "CC_positive," "CC_neutral," "CC-
negative"), the Green Deal ("GD_support," "GD_neutral," "GD_oppose"), the European Union
("EU_positive," "EU_neutral," "EU_negative"), the economy ("economy"), the environment
("environment"), sustainability ("sustainability"), and technology ("technologies"). Tags
were also predefined for labeling posts of an informative nature ("information") and
content unrelated to the focus of the project ("irrelevant"). Other tags were created and
used during the analysis with respect to the topics and narratives that were prevalent in the
examined content.

Introduction to methodology:

5.



 

We analyzed 1,853 relevant results in the research. The graph below shows the time
distribution of all the posts we identified in CrowdTangle (light blue curve) and the number
of posts that were tagged with topic tags or were relevant results (dark blue curve). We
observed the most relevant results at the end of August and in September 2022.

Research results

6.

Visualization of Crowd Tangle data was performed using Microsoft Power BI and Pulsar tools in collaboration
with the IRI Beacon Project.

A numerical representation of the tagged posts on the timeline is shown in the graph
below.

Visualization of Crowd Tangle data was performed using Microsoft Power BI and Pulsar tools in collaboration
with the IRI Beacon Project.



 

The content analysis showed, among other things, the extent to which specific topics were
resonating during the research period (May 1 to September 30, 2022), as presented
through the assigned tags (see Annex 3 for a list of tags and their meanings). The results
of the content analysis indicated that the most prevalent topic was energy (the tag "energy"
was assigned in the case of 1,068 posts), followed by the economy (the tag "economy"
corresponded with the content of 686 posts), and Russia (the tag "Russia" was used in the
case of 620 posts). The total occurrence of all tags used is shown in the graph below.

7.

The chart visualizes the total number of tag occurrences. Two tags were assigned only to a small amount of
posts and were therefore not included in this main graph (the GD_neutral tag: five posts; the GD_support tag:
three posts). Their visual distribution can be found in the Green Deal chapter. Data obtained via Pulsar. Click
here to enlarge: https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12307629/.

Within the research we identified overlapping topics of energy and economics. Closer
analysis showed that both topics occurred at a very similar scale (the energy topic
occurred more frequently than the economy) in the same time periods. The graph below
shows when the two topics were most prevalent and to what extent they overlapped in that
period. Based on the data, we can say that both topics had the most significant impact in
the period from late August to late September 2022 and in the period from early July to the
end of July 2022. We assume that the higher number of posts tagged with "energy" and
"economy" in September was related to the upcoming autumn heating season and
possible energy shortages.

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12307629/


 

As part of the research, we also evaluated the success rate of the monitored actors
according to the impressions that their posts generated. The graph below shows the 20
sources that received the highest number of impressions, along with the number of posts
published. This metric is also interesting in terms of the categorization of individual
sources. It shows significant diversity: the top performers included seven politicians, six
pro-Russian Facebook pages with problematic content, four mainstream media sources,
and two political party pages.

The success rate varied among groups of sources. Despite the fact that four mainstream
media ranked in the top 20, three of them (Pravda, Webnoviny, and Hospodárske noviny)
significantly outperformed the other sources in terms of the number of published articles,
which in all cases was around 100. In the context of political actors, the success rate was
slightly higher. The exceptions were two Slovak members of the European Parliament
(Martin Hojsík and Michal Wiezik), who published a higher number of posts than other
political sources, but only with an average impression rate. Their political focus helps
explain their frequent publishing on these topics, as both have long been involved in
climate and environmental protection, and, sitting in Brussels, they often reported on the
European Union's approach to environmental issues or explained the background of
specific European policies.

It is important to note that, apart from Hojsík and Wiezik, only one politician with no
inclination toward pro-Russian views made the list, but she received the highest number of
impressions among all sources. Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová published only 22
posts, which is relatively few compared to other sources. However, almost 370,000 people
follow her Facebook profile, which guarantees a wide audience for her content.

8.

The graph shows the distribution of the tags "energy" and "economy" during the research period (May 1st to
September 30th, 2022). Data obtained and visualized via Pulsar.



 

Despite the success of the mentioned political actors, it should be emphasized that the
most successful pages in our research included a relatively high number of pro-Russian
pages (Slobodný vysielač, Hlavný denník, Som z dediny (5), Veci verejné, Extra plus, Armáda
Ruskej Federácie), as well as politicians with a tendency to spread pro-Russian narratives or
claims of questionable factuality (Tomáš Taraba, Miroslav Suja, Andrej Danko, Slavěna
Vorobelová).

9.
(5) Som z dediny is a page connected to Hlavný denník, i.e. both sources publish almost identical content.

The chart presents a ranking of the top 20 sources in our analysis by number of post impressions (in
thousands), along with the total number of posts corresponding to the focus of our research. Data obtained via
Pulsar. Click here to enlarge: https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12310273/.

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12310273/


 

 

Within the research we specifically focused on the communication and perception of the EU
Green Deal in the Slovak information space. Within the analyzed content, the Green Deal
appeared in only 17 posts, with nine posts assigned the tag "GD_oppose," indicating
negative sentiment toward the policy.

10.

1. Green Deal perception in the Slovak information space

The chart visualizes the total number of tag occurrences in the topic of Green Deal. Data obtained via Pulsar.
Click here to enlarge: https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12308423/.

Additional data

An additional 62 Green Deal-related posts were analyzed in a parallel monitoring run
between April 20 and September 20, 2022 via CrowdTangle. We used manual coding
with the assignment of predefined tags in this monitoring. We assigned most posts to
the tag "economy" (27), followed by "information" (23), "political" (9), "environment" (2),
and "infrastructure" (1). We did not use the tags "military," "social," and "health," as no
posts fell under those categories. We also assigned tags to each post indicating
sentiment toward the EU, the Green Deal, and climate change. According to the coding
results, posts were most often associated with positive sentiment, in all three categories:
"EU_support" (45), "EU_neutral" (11), "EU_oppose" (5); "GD_support" (45), "GD_neutral"
(10), "GD_oppose" (7); "CC_support" (43), "CC_neutral" (6), "CC_oppose" (1) (percentages
visualized in the graph below). Similarly to research analyzed in this paper, most of the
content was primarily related to the energy crisis and the economic struggles related to
the war in Ukraine.

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12308423/
https://infosecurity.sk/domace/ignoring-the-green-deal-to-their-own-peril/
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The chart visualizes the percentage of specific sentiments toward the EU, the Green Deal, and climate change
in the analyzed Facebook posts. Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly available tool owned and operated by
Facebook. Click here to enlarge: https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12440975/.

The results of the analysis show a consistently low interest in communicating Green Deal-
related topics in the Slovak information environment. Only a few actors have addressed these
issues, receiving negligible numbers of interactions on their posts. The Green Deal and related
measures were communicated on Facebook mainly by relevant sources such as European
institutions and their offices in Slovakia (the representation of the European Commission in
Slovakia, the office of the European Parliament) or Slovak state institutions (the Office of the
Government of the Slovak Republic, the Office for the Preservation of National Heritage under
the Ministry of Culture). Several mainstream media also covered the topic. These were primarily
news portals such as teraz.sk, EURACTIV, or Európske Noviny, as well as technology- or energy-
oriented media such as Techbox, TREND, or energie-portal, which presented EU measures
primarily from the perspective of energy and technology. The number of posts on the topic
published by Slovak political actors was limited – in the dataset posts only appeared from
parliamentary deputy Romana Tabak, Member of the European Parliament Ivan Štefanec, Rudolf
Huliak – chairman of the nationalist-oriented party National Coalition (Narodná koalícia), which
is not represented in parliament – and the profile page of the regional branch of the far-right
People's Party Our Slovakia (Kotlebovci - Ľudová strana Naše Slovensko - okresy Žilina a Bytča).

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12440975/
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Európske Noviny ran an interview with Štefanec, who offered his view of nuclear and gas energy as
bridge sources on the way to fulfilling Green Deal goals. Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly available tool
owned and operated by Facebook.

Overall, however, Európske Noviny was only the second-most successful source in terms
of interactions. Extra plus received the most interactions, a media outlet that has been
listed as a pro-Russian source by Gerulata Technologies, a Slovak technology company
that develops digital tools for monitoring and evaluating harmful online content. The
second problematic source was the Ereport portal, which has been classified by
Konšpirátori.sk – the respected Slovak initiative that labels disinformation websites – as in
the so-called gray zone of media (the gray zone means sites that do not currently pose a
significant risk but are worthy of more attention). Among other things, Ereport has shown
signs of spreading anti-Western narratives as well as demonstrating political bias. Huliak,
the Narodná koalícia politician mentioned above, was responsible for another relatively
popular, problematic post. On July 14, 2022, he shared a link to an article that contained
conspiracies and false messages about the Green Deal, claiming that both the UN's 2030
Agenda and the EU's Green Deal are dangerous for Europe's future because they represent
a perverse ideology of “climate fascism.” Huliak’s post received 514 interactions.

The highest number of interactions (894) was received by online media Európske Noviny and
its post of July 8, 2022, in which the media outlet featured an interview with Štefanec.

https://www.gerulata.com/docs/gerulata_top_pro_russian_sources.pdf
https://konspiratori.sk/stranka/1059
https://www.facebook.com/100066542721451/posts/394358029458951
https://www.facebook.com/173811046136572/posts/1982343345283324
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The chart presents the top 5 sources that communicated about the Green Deal during the monitored time
period. Data obtained via Pulsar. Click here to enlarge: https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12344644/.

Among the prevailing narratives, several trends emerged within our data. For example,
some posts asserted that Russian aggression in Ukraine had caused an increased demand
for green energy in addition to the energy crisis, and thus may also serve as a push factor
toward a faster green transformation through the Green Deal. Some of the posts also
included a message that the Green Deal, as part of European climate policies, can play a
key role in the fight against global climate change. The inclusion of nuclear and natural gas
energy as temporarily sustainable resources was also an important topic, perceived rather
positively as a tool for achieving the Green Deal's objectives.

On the other hand, we also identified messages portraying the Green Deal in a negative
light. One of these was the claim that the Green Deal serves wealthy people/the financial
elite and profit-seeking companies because consumers’ electricity bills fund the revenues
of green energy producers. The second negative message was the portrayal of the Green
Deal as an instrument of the so-called Brussels dictatorship, which allegedly promotes
“climate fascism.“ Measures taken by the EU under the guise of climate protection are a
manifestation of Brussels' totalitarianism, according to this message. At the same time,
this line of thinking claims that the members of the European Parliament themselves
produce large amounts of CO2 and are therefore behaving hypocritically like the entire EU.

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12344644/
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=735293464338285
https://www.facebook.com/100066542721451/posts/394358029458951
https://www.facebook.com/100063778443788/posts/461161516019793
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As part of the monitoring, we also observed posts containing anti-EU sentiment. These
mainly concentrated on specific EU measures aimed at the green transformation and
reaching climate goals, primarily through reducing the amount of emissions in individual
member states. Several narratives on this topic were entangled with the topic of energy
and contained pro-Russian sentiment.

Pro-Kremlin sources that we monitored argued that the energy alternative promoted by
the EU is inadequate. Part of this message centered on the claim that the EU would not
be able to provide enough energy after the shift away from Russian sources, in this way
spreading fear through exaggerated rhetoric. At the same time, many of the posts strove
to create an image of a strong and self-sufficient Russia, with the intention, among other
things, to convince Slovaks that Gazprom remains a reliable partner in the field of energy
(more can be found in the first section of this report). The West, and especially the EU,
have allegedly banned Russian oil and gas to weaken Russia – proof of their
Russophobic behavior.

The June 2022 agreement to ban the sale of internal combustion engine cars in the EU –
as part of the Fit For 55 package of the Green Deal – added a new dimension to this
narrative. Related posts included claims of alleged harm to the economy and EU
citizens, using manipulative techniques and argumentative fallacies to raise concerns
about energy shortages and a decline in living standards.

According to Milan Uhrík – leader of the far-right Republika party and a member of the
European Parliament not attached to any fraction – the ban will lead to economic
downfall. Europe, including Slovakia, will become “collapsed countries of the third
world.” In one post, Uhrík claimed that Slovakia would not have enough energy due to
sanctions against Russia, writing “We won’t have Russian oil. We won’t have gas and
gas power plants/boilers either. We won’t even have coal plants like Novaky. And we
must not have nuclear power plants like Mochovce or Bohunice either.”

The Facebook page of the Slovak National Party (Slovenská národná strana, SNS) also
contributed to discrediting EU measures. The party shared an image ridiculing European
climate policy, which also appeared on the page of party leader Andrej Danko, known for
his nationalist sentiment. According to Danko, the EU passed the car ban to make the
lives of ordinary people more difficult and force them to walk, while the "ultra-rich" would
receive support for electric cars. Denník Štandard also picked up on this theme,
publishing an article with a headline that said the EU protects the "super-rich," a claim
connected with the exception on stricter CO2 limits granted to car companies such as
Ferrari or Lamborghini until 2035.

1.1 Other EU measures

https://www.facebook.com/460072524405386/posts/1406777639734865
https://infosecurity.sk/dezinfo/green-deal-disinformation-slovakia-ban-on-the-sale-of-combustion-engine-cars-sparked-a-wave-of-disinformation%ef%bf%bc/
https://www.facebook.com/100044386691134/posts/627950495361168
https://www.facebook.com/stranasns/posts/pfbid02bfsvhbxR1aBJ1qPgy4PgYb2sMXU9y18L14af8G5jfFDRvZ2fsxz5KHa9KojkSn7Ml
https://www.facebook.com/100044252058188/posts/572567884228275
https://standard.sk/216431/ako-chrani-europska-unia-superbohacov-majitelia-ferrari-dostali-vynimku/?fbclid=IwAR1IrId7QbDQCptDM_7zWOEYnhyjX58DOkNxQHZCjdLlwzRt3mQp_yKl5J0
https://www.topgear.com/car-news/supercars/european-supercar-makers-have-been-given-reprieve-their-switch-electrification
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Last but not least, an article in Magazín1, a media outlet affiliated with the far-right
People’s Party Our Slovakia, highlighted supposed widespread criticism in the European
Parliament against the ban and charges that it would lower EU living standards. The
article pointed to a video of a speech by Mislav Kolakušić, a non-attached Croatian
member of the European Parliament, who claimed that the EU declares carbon dioxide
and fossil fuels to be the enemy of EU citizens. This is "stupidity," he said, because
modern civilization was created on fossil fuels. Without mentioning the negative
consequences of using fossil fuels, Kolakušić claimed that taxes for CO2 emissions
would destroy Europe and its economy – similar rhetoric to Milan Uhrík.

A total of 17 posts matched the tag assigned to this topic ("cars_ban"). Among the three
most successful posts in terms of engagement (shares, likes, and comments) were posts
from parliamentary deputy Tomáš Taraba, the website Hlavný denník, and the Slovak
National Party.

Tomáš Taraba's post from August 20, 2022 criticizes several European green policies, pointing to the
energy mix in Germany, within which he particularly condemns the use of coal. Data from CrowdTangle, a
publicly available tool owned and operated by Facebook.

https://magazin1.sk/totalny-naklad-v-eu-parlamente-vasa-politika-nas-znici-nebudeme-kurit-a-budeme-jazdit-na-bicykloch-zblaznili-ste-sa/?fbclid=IwAR2LNXLBlZY0A1RSSOZQx8DDSYu0ucAhSiNTbEidGEIWg6faet_eJNqa-rA
https://www.facebook.com/100057452769251/posts/545458850712536
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A post of the Slovak National Party (SNS) from June 9, 2022. SNS accuses the EU of forcing Slovakia to
achieve carbon neutrality. In the post, the party constructs a formula portraying the disadvantaged poor and
the advantaged rich (pointing to government support for electric cars). Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly
available tool owned and operated by Facebook.

On June 20, 2022, Hlavný denník shared Milan Uhrík’s above-mentioned Facebook post. Data from
Gerulata Juno, an analytical tool owned by Gerulata Technologies.

https://www.facebook.com/100044415100098/posts/573323814158117
https://www.facebook.com/100044386691134/posts/627950495361168
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In the posts mentioning the EU, we also assigned tags focused on the overall sentiment
toward the Union. In the case of anti-EU posts, we identified 188 entries. In comparison,
tags expressing positive ("EU_positive") or neutral sentiment ("EU_neutral") were used to
tag 66 and 147 posts, respectively, mostly of an informative nature.

1.2 Anti-EU sentiment

The chart visualizes the total number of posts about the EU according to their sentiment. Data obtained via
Pulsar. Click here to enlarge: https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12359566/. 

The five most successful posts in terms of engagement were those of Slavěna
Vorobelová (a far-right parliamentary deputy), Hlavný denník, Slobodný vysielač, Armáda
Ruskej Federácie, and Andrej Danko.

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12359566/
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Slavěna Vorobelova's post from September 4, 2022 contained, in addition to criticism of the EU, a narrative
that Russia did not play any role in causing the energy crisis, but that it was the result of the liberal policies
of politicians such as European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen, Slovak Prime Minister Eduard
Heger, Czech Prime Minister Petr Fiala, etc. Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly available tool owned and
operated by Facebook.

The post of Hlavný denník published on September 21, 2022 is no longer available. The author mentioned
Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán's statement that the EU was falling apart because of the Russian
sanction’s terrible impact on the economy. According to Orbán, Hungary's membership in the union will
have to be reconsidered. Data from Gerulata Juno, analytical tool owned by Gerulata Technologies.

https://www.facebook.com/100044286316552/posts/635015757984629
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A post of Slobodný vysielač from August 26, 2022 shared its article containing information from the Czech
news portal Čt24 about the convening of the Council of Ministers for Energy within the Czech Presidency of
the Council of the EU. Slobodný vysielač gave a negative interpretation of this meeting to address the
energy crisis, and added its own spin, claiming that the energy crisis "was brought about by the hatred of
the collective West toward Russia," referring primarily to the EU. Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly
available tool owned and operated by Facebook.

https://www.facebook.com/100063861041172/posts/469659831839381
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The post of Armáda Ruskej Federácie page on September 4, 2022 responded to the protests in the Czech
Republic against the war in Ukraine, the EU, and sanctions against Russia. We assessed the post as anti-
EU, as it interpreted the protests in a positive light and was headlined “Slovakia, when will you wake up?” –
essentially encouraging Slovak citizens to take similar action. Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly available
tool owned and operated by Facebook.

https://www.facebook.com/386600464835386/posts/2234049943423753
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Lastly, the post by SNS Chairman Andrej Danko, from September 28, 2022, focused on the labeling of the
Nord Stream pipeline explosions as sabotage. EC President Ursula von der Leyen, who issued a statement
on the matter, is suffering from schizophrenia and is a disaster for the EU, according to Danko. This is an
ad hominem attack on a specific person in a high political office, which in fact constitutes an indirect attack
on the EU as an iinstitution itself. Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly available tool owned and operated by
Facebook.

https://www.facebook.com/100044252058188/posts/647495930068803
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In addition to the above-mentioned narratives, which primarily focused on EU measures,
we noted several other more coherent narratives about climate and the environment
during our monitoring. However, these appeared in a smaller amount of posts, and thus
did not carry as much weight. These are primarily narratives arising from climate
skepticism, i.e. uncertainty or low awareness about climate change (and the available
scientific data on it), leading to, for example, denial of the importance of climate change,
denial of its existence per se, denial of human influence on climate change, denial of
responsibility for accelerating climate change in the region (e.g. claims that only larger
economies, such as China or the U.S. should bear responsibility for fighting climate
change), etc. Within our dataset, in several cases we identified denial of the existence of
climate change, but also denial of its importance (we categorized this aspect as "climate
alarmism").

As part of the monitoring, we identified the topic of climate change in 371 posts. A total
of 72.2% were assigned the tag "CC_support," meaning they contained positive sentiment
and thus presented climate change as a real threat that needs to be tackled with political
action. The opposing view, i.e. denying the importance of climate change or downplaying
it, was evident in 5.7%. A narrative denying the very existence of climate change was
present in the context of 2.2% of the posts on the topic.

2. Narratives about climate and the environment

The chart visualizes the total number of tag occurrences in the topic of climate change. Data obtained via
Pulsar. Click here to enlarge: https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12308325/.

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12308325/
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A total of 33 posts in our dataset had strictly negative sentiment toward the topics of
climate change: tag "CC_oppose" was used in the case of 21 posts, tag "CC_denial" in the
case of eight posts, and tag "CA_positive" corresponded to four posts. Among the three
most successful posts in terms of engagement were two posts by Slobodný vysielač and
a one post by nocomment.sk.

A post from Slobodný vysielač published on July 21, 2022 reacts to a change in EU policy, which, in
connection with the war in Ukraine and Russia-stoked energy uncertainty, is returning to coal-fired power
plants. The author downplays the issue of carbon neutrality, and at the same time questions the sanctions
against Russia. Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly available tool owned and operated by Facebook.

https://www.facebook.com/100063861041172/posts/420416893430342
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A post from nocomment.sk published on July 5, 2022, sharing an article by SITA (the Slovak News
Agency) that states that the climate crisis will affect Roma the most. The post does not include anything
other than the reproduced article itself. However, this may be a traditional tactic that alternative media
employ: sharing an objective article to an often opinionated audience, anticipating derisive and polarizing
reactions from the site's followers. Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly available tool owned and operated
by Facebook.

A post from Slobodný vysielač, published on September 8, 2022, interprets German Chancellor Olaf
Sholz’s recent speech in Prague as a call to curtail the last guarantees that could protect a country’s
national interests (a proposal for decision-making by a qualified majority). At the same time, the post
mentions Germany's ideological and hegemonic blindness, and identifies the EU-directed fight against
climate change as the main reason for the energy crisis. Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly available tool
owned and operated by Facebook.

https://www.facebook.com/100043468789170/posts/560620688730219
https://www.facebook.com/100063861041172/posts/480035224135175
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Closely linked to the perception of climate change is the perception of emissions – either
as harmless, or as harmful and climate-warming. We tagged posts that denied the impact
of greenhouse gas emissions on the global climate or presented them as harmless with
the tag "emissions_oppose" in the monitoring. There were 17 such posts in total,
representing 13.2% of those within the emissions topic.

The chart visualizes the total number of tag occurrences within the topic of emissions. Data obtained via
Pulsar. Click here to enlarge: https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12310173/.

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12310173/
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We also looked specifically at perceptions of renewable energy sources, which are also
linked to perceptions of emissions. In the case of renewables, we observed a rather
positive trend in the form of support for their usage instead of fossil fuels. A favorable
sentiment toward renewables showed up in 67 posts, representing 58.8% of the content
within the topic. A strongly negative sentiment was identified in eight posts (7%).

The chart visualizes the total number of tag occurrences within the topic of renewable energy. Data
obtained via Pulsar. Click here to enlarge: https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12308186/.

https://public.flourish.studio/visualisation/12308186/
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As suggested above, the narrative of so-called climate alarmism appeared in the
analyzed content. According to this messaging, the EU, but also the United Nations (UN)
and the World Economic Forum (WEF), aim to artificially amplify fears about climate
change and its impacts so that these organizations can profit from climate and
environmental projects. This point of view perpetuates a conspiratorial narrative claiming
global elites are behind such projects, seeking to multiply their own profits through the
deployment of green technologies and renewable energy. Both, allegedly, are not
beneficial to the economy either in the short or long term, and artificially create jobs and
other expenses for the elites to make money on through non-transparent processes. This
narrative is not only anti-EU, but is generally anti-Western and tends to downplay or even
deny the consequences of climate change, which may result in a general skepticism on
the subject.

It is important to add, however, that this message did not occur often within our dataset;
on the contrary, it was a marginal aspect, only appearing in four posts with low
engagement and from sources with smaller audiences (napalete.sk, ODBOJ V4,
Slovanské Noviny). Slovanské noviny, a source of conspiracy theories, referred  in its
article and Facebook post, among other things, to the "green fanaticism" of the EU and
the WEF, as well as the EU's machinations and deceitfulness in deceiving the public on
energy issues. The current energy crisis is supposedly a "comedy made in Germany." This  
post contains both a strong anti-EU and anti-Western narrative.

The pro-Russian site ODBOJ V4 shared an article from the Czech source Necenzurovaná
pravda, which questions the importance of the UN's Agenda 2030 and its green aspects.
The article claims that "most of the predictions of climate alarmists have not come true,"
yet those in power are still pushing green themes to the forefront. The article is equally
directed against the EU, claiming that the union offers corporations profits through green
projects. The current plans are supposed to be a "climate Marshall Plan," which, in
cooperation with the WEF, will end the use of fossil fuels, which the author does not
consider necessary or important.

Surprisingly, the fourth piece that contained the climate alarmism narrative was an
interview in Hospodárske noviny, a mainstream media outlet focused on business and
technology.

2.1 Climate alarmism and denial of climate change

https://www.facebook.com/100063661204782/posts/507609264704443
https://www.facebook.com/176601839857648/posts/909808836536941
https://necenzurovanapravda.cz/2022/05/klimaticky-marshalluv-plan-osn-se-pripojuje-k-vyzve-wef-k-ukonceni-vyuzivani-ropy-plynu-a-uhli/?fbclid=IwAR2lTiKgDyXPUfNxVOrUI9OgJ_MGqBqHUKYCe0kw_-Ls5IoGGa5wJhWOLB4
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In total, five posts in our dataset were tagged ("carbon_control"), containing a narrative
that claimed that climate change mitigation, adaptation, and environmental protection
measures are aimed at curtailing human rights and controlling the population. Three
posts referred to Alibaba, the giant Chinese e-commerce company, that has developed
technology to monitor personal carbon footprints through records of spending on travel,
food or other purchases, and personal freedoms will allegedly slowly be curtailed under
the guise of combating climate change. In addition to the Chinese company, the narrative
was also directed against the WEF, as Alibaba Group director John Michael Evans
presented the new technology at the WEF meeting in Davos in 2022.

According to these posts, the WEF allegedly worked to monitor the population during the
COVID-19 pandemic, and climate change is just another opportunity to suppress
individual rights. In this regard, Slovanské Noviny’s post even claimed that measures to
prevent the effects of climate change are part of the plan of the elites/globalists' to
impose "climate lockdowns" (the equivalent of shutting down the economy during the
COVID-19 crisis). This is a variation on the Great Reset conspiracy theory that hijacked an
initiative of the Prince of Wales and WEF – to use the COVID pandemic as an opportunity
to “reset” the global economy – and claims the initiators wanted to bring about economic
collapse to benefit a global elite. Another post from Slovanské Noviny in late September
2022 questioned whether the "eco-fanatics" and the WEF had themselves created the
energy crisis in order to meet climate lockdown targets.

Far-right politicians Marián Kotleba and Marián Mišún (Kotlebovci – ĽSNS), as well as the
Facebook page of Zdrojj, commented on Alibaba Group’s technology. Although the posts
were in principle informative, they contained clickbait headlines and did not specify to
whom such carbon footprint tracking should apply or over what timeframe the
measurement should take place, or whether it was a voluntary or mandatory measure.
Therefore, the audience of these sources may have interpreted the information as an
imminent threat to everyone.

The narratives of the Great Reset and population control also overlap to some extent with
the ideas of climate alarmism mentioned above. Specific posts included attacks on
identical actors – the WEF, the UN, the EU, the U.S. and so on – who supposedly control
the world through green policies and boost their economic assets. These narratives,
however, did not play a significant role in the period under review (posts were scarce and
received only minimal interaction) – probably a reflection of the focus of pro-Russian
sources primarily on domestic politics, the war in Ukraine, and other issues. The topic of
climate is marginal in their content and when addressed, relates primarily to energy
issues, which are perceived as more pressing by the Slovak audience. If these posts also
display pro-Russian sentiment, they traditionally have the potential to gain more
interactions.

2.2 Population control and the Great Reset

https://www.facebook.com/100063661204782/posts/507186618080041
https://www.bbc.com/news/blogs-trending-57532368
https://www.facebook.com/100063661204782/posts/511723174293052
https://www.facebook.com/100069105284141/posts/326260559687451
https://www.facebook.com/100057214010171/posts/504942561422873
https://www.facebook.com/374652175944528/posts/5071626139580418
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Marián Mišún's post from May 26, 2022, in which he shared an article from the problematic website
magazin1.sk. The website belongs to the broader communication network of the party Kotlebovci – Ľudová
Strana Naše Slovensko, of which Mišún is a member. The article derisively objects to the idea of measuring
one's own carbon footprint using Alibaba technology. The title of the article is to some extent clickbait
(“We'll know where you're going, how you're getting there, what you're eating, how you're eating“), where
the new technology is portrayed as a path to totalitarianism. Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly available
tool owned and operated by Facebook.

https://www.facebook.com/100057214010171/posts/504942561422873
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3. Pro-Russian narratives

During the research period, the Slovak information space resonated with the topic of the
energy crisis, which emerged as a consequence of the Russian military invasion of
Ukraine and the disruption of world energy markets, hitting Europe and the entire world
painfully. As the focus of the project was mainly on the perception of climate and
environmental issues in pro-Russian sources (as well as on several pages of mainstream
media, politicians, and political parties), we examined in the relevant posts which themes
and narratives underlie the pro-Russian sentiment. This was particularly present in posts
that portrayed Russia as a reliable partner and sought to blame the West and especially
the EU for the energy crisis, while downplaying or criticizing EU sanctions and the union’s
green policies.

We classified 188 posts as containing pro-Russian sentiment. The time distribution of
these posts, tagged "pro_Russia," largely coincided with that of posts tagged "energy" and
"economy" (see the graph in the research results section). The largest number of pro-
Russia posts appeared between July 2 and July 29, 2022, with a peak on July 22, followed
by between September 1 and September 17, 2022, with peaks on September 1 and
September 6, 2022.

The graph shows the distribution of the "pro-Russia" tag during the research period (May 1st to September
30th, 2022). Data obtained and visualized via Pulsar.

Among the most successful under the "pro-Russia" tag were two posts originating from
Slobodný vysielač, two from Andrej Danko, and one from Slavěna Vorobelová.
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This post from the pro-Russian Slobodný vysielač on August 11, 2022 discussed the situation at the
Zaporozhye nuclear power plant. According to the author, the West had defamed Russia by claiming that
Russian troops were shelling the plant they were also occupying. The “true” version of events was the
opposite – the Ukrainians were supposedly threatening Russian troops that they would destroy the plant if
Russia did not withdraw its forces – a form of nuclear blackmail. The headline also alleged U.S.
involvement. In addition to distracting attention from Russian actions in the area, the article sought to
present Russia as the victim. Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly available tool owned and operated by
Facebook.

https://www.facebook.com/100063861041172/posts/458204459651585
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In addition to the "pro-Russia" tag, Slavěna Vorobelova's post from September 4, 2022 was also marked
with the "EU_negative" tag and was already explained above. Its pro-Russian orientation was manifested in
support for Russia and Russian President Putin himself during the energy crisis, as well as in the
presentation of Russia as the only one able to provide Europe with a cheap and stable supply of the plan.
Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly available tool owned and operated by Facebook.

Andrej Danko's video post, published on September 24, 2022, captured a part of the interview Danko gave
to the mainstream media Plus 7 dní. Clearly evident was the narrative about the necessity of taking cheap
Russian energy and ending the “quarrels about who is with whom.” Danko thus sidelined the real
dimensions of Russia's aggression against Ukraine and presented a view on cooperation with Russia and
the lifting of sanctions. Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly available tool owned and operated by Facebook.

https://www.facebook.com/100044286316552/posts/635015757984629
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=618178813146195
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This post from Slobodný vysielač on EU negotiations, published on August 26, 2022, was tagged
"EU_negative," in addition to the "pro-Russia" tag, and was explained above. Its pro-Russia orientation was
mainly manifested in the claim that the energy crisis is the result of the West's hatred of Russia, a country
still essential to the EU as an energy supplier. Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly available tool owned and
operated by Facebook.

Danko also addressed the energy crisis in a post from September 7, 2022, in which he presented cheap
Russian gas as the only feasible solution for Slovakia. In addition, he stressed his own good relations with
Russia, as he offered Prime Minister Eduard Heger his "contacts in Russia" to resolve the situation with
high energy prices through an agreement with Mosocw. Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly available tool
owned and operated by Facebook.

https://www.facebook.com/100063861041172/posts/469659831839381
https://www.facebook.com/100044252058188/posts/632593751559021
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3.1 Russia and Gazprom as the only reliable energy partners

One constant theme that appeared during the entire monitored period was the portrayal
of Russia as a trustworthy and reliable energy partner, emphasizing the stable supply of
energy at low prices. These claims were contrasted with the current uncertainty and the
expectation of worsening living standards in Europe that bypassing Russian energy would
supposedly bring.

Gazprom, the largest natural gas exporter in the world, played a main role in this narrative.
According to parliamentary deputy Slavěna Vorobelová, the energy giant had guaranteed
the stability of supplies for Slovakia until the EU’s policies got in the way. At the same
time, Vorobelová contrasted Russia's reliability to the uncertain supplies of liquefied
natural gas (LNG) from the United States. Spreading fears of a possible gas shortage
while glorifying Russia, Vorobelová's posts were also shared by several pro-Russian
Facebook pages (Národná koalícia 2, Sloveni).

The Russian Embassy in Slovakia was also involved in accentuating Russia as the best
energy partner. The embassy shared a statement by Russian President Vladimir Putin,
who claimed that “the Russian company Gazprom has always fulfilled and will fulfill its
obligations regarding gas supplies.” Putin went on to say that the West was trying to
attribute its own mistakes in energy policy to Russia and Gazprom. He mocked the
efforts of the West to reduce its dependence on fossil fuels and switch to green energy:
“They close everything to themselves and then look for someone to blame for it – it
would be funny if it wasn’t tragic.” Several pro-Russian sites (Extra plus, Zdrojj, Veci
Verejné) tried to trivialize or mock the actions of the European Union by sharing the
above-mentioned messages and by presenting Russia as the best energy partner and a
rational one.

A total of 38 posts related to this narrative were tagged "Gazprom_dependence." Among
the three most successful posts in terms of engagement were two by Vorobelová and
one by the Slovak National Party. 

https://www.facebook.com/100044286316552/posts/556935169126022
https://www.facebook.com/100050306597167/posts/600073931679488
https://www.facebook.com/100050306597167/posts/600073931679488
https://www.facebook.com/354521344635102/posts/5091370154283507
https://www.facebook.com/354521344635102/posts/5091370154283507
https://www.facebook.com/100068847295360/posts/352655353706038
https://www.facebook.com/101683139967492/posts/2641567555979025
https://www.facebook.com/101683139967492/posts/2641567555979025
https://www.facebook.com/374652175944528/posts/5226169870792710
https://www.facebook.com/100064201411815/posts/421004293382948
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Danko also addressed the energy crisis in a post from September 7, 2022, in which he presented cheap
Russian gas as the only feasible solution for Slovakia. In addition, he stressed his own good relations with
Russia, as he offered Prime Minister Eduard Heger his "contacts in Russia" to resolve the situation with
high energy prices through an agreement with Mosocw. Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly available tool
owned and operated by Facebook.

A post from the Slovak National Party, published on July 12, 2022, responded to the efforts of the EU and
Slovakia to diversify their energy sources and gain energy independence from Russia. The author of the
piece, Rasťo Šepták (a member of the party), accused ruling politicians (including President Zuzana
Čaputová and Prime Minister Eduard Heger) of making reckless and wrong-minded decisions and
defended Russia. The post indirectly called on the Slovak nation to take action by invoking the 1989
protests against the communist regime as an example of people power. Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly
available tool owned and operated by Facebook.

https://www.facebook.com/100044252058188/posts/632593751559021
https://www.facebook.com/100044415100098/posts/597355691754929
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In her post from July 25, 2022, Slavěna Vorobelová called for the resignation of the then-ruling government,
spreading fear among her followers of rising energy prices. She blamed the energy crisis on the “sick
decisions of German eco-politics,” indicating that the Slovak government wanted to prove its gratitude to
Brussels through its moves and did not think about the needs of Slovak citizens. Data from CrowdTangle, a
publicly available tool owned and operated by Facebook.

3.2 The negative portrayal of the U.S. and the EU's efforts to
diversify energy resources
During the monitored period, other claims emerged reacting to the EU's efforts to cut
itself off from Russian energy and diversify its energy resources. Disinformation actors
spread chaos and fear in the Slovak information space, while, at the same time,
portraying the EU’s moves as inadequate and unsuccessful. Pro-Russian websites such
as Slobodný vysielač or Armádny Magazín, as well as the Russian Embassy in Slovakia,
compared Germany's unsuccessful negotiations in May with Qatar on supplying liquified
natural gas with a visit of Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov to Algeria and Oman to
reaffirm ties – clearly an attempt to contrast the “positive” results of Russian diplomatic
activity with the failure of Germany as one of the leaders of the EU.

Even successfully closed agreements were criticized, such as a deal between the EU and
Azerbaijan to double gas supplies to Europe. “Just let it not be Putin. We closed our eyes
to [the war in] Nagorno-Karabakh, to the fact that it [Azerbaijan] is a former USSR country,
the main thing is that it has cold relations with Moscow, and therefore they will be our
friends,” the Facebook page Armáda Ruskej Federácie commented sarcastically.

https://www.facebook.com/100044286316552/posts/607647560721449
https://www.facebook.com/100063861041172/posts/392287666243265
https://www.facebook.com/1942351935794365/posts/5859698997392953
https://www.facebook.com/100068847295360/posts/305709841733923
https://www.facebook.com/386600464835386/posts/2202558216572926
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Pro-Russian groups used an explosion at a LNG export terminal in the U.S. state of
Texas to criticize how the government "secured" liquified natural gas for Slovaks, and
called the government "Russophobic." This post, published by the pro-Russian website
Hlavný denník, was also shared by Som z dediny, Sila pravdy, and Odboj V4. The pro-
Russian sources used the tragedy to mockingly state that we have no choice but to
continue buying Russian gas and thus "financing the war." Elsewhere, several posts
accused (no longer available) the United States of benefiting from the energy crisis and
the war in Ukraine by serving as an urgent LNG source for the EU, which was trying to
wean itself off Russian gas.

Those who downplayed the importance of shifting away from Russian energy also
argued how slow and expensive the transition to LNG would be. The pro-Russian site
Slobodný vysielač satirically commented on the Czech Republic's efforts to secure LNG
from the Netherlands: “ ... don't ask about things that have nothing to do with you. You
should only ask whether we will get you democratic gas or not. But you don't have to
ask how much the gas will cost. These are inappropriate questions.“ This comment
also indirectly refers to another frequently used narrative of disinformation actors – the
so-called Brussels dictatorship, invoked several times in regard to the current crisis. The
Facebook status of the far-right political party, Republika, for example, indicated that
Brussels uses the energy situation – as well as the migration, coronavirus, and climate
crises – to expand its powers at the expense of the EU member states.

The negative portrayal of the United States did not only appear in connection with
exporting LNG to Europe. Slobodný vysielač claimed that the mainstream media were
spreading pro-American propaganda, and politicians were bowing to the U.S. and
adopting crazy anti-Russian policies. Another Slobodný vysielač post emphasized even
more strongly that the U.S. allegedly "pressured" Slovakia to impose sanctions, and
their negative impact on the standard of living. The comment ironically states that “...
everything bad that happens to you can only be blamed on PUTIN!”

According to the pro-Russian page Armáda Ruskej Federácie, Europe is headed to its
own doom, because we “joined someone else's game,” while NATO and the U.S. support
us in our destruction. Another pro-Russian page, Slovanské noviny, also spread the
popular disinformation narrative that the Brussels elites are incapable, or that their
decision-making is influenced by the US.

In total, 22 posts were tagged "LNG_supply." The three most popular posts, according to
engagement, came from Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová, non-parliamentary
politician Eduard Chmelár, and Armáda Ruskej Federácie.

https://www.facebook.com/460072524405386/posts/1403217283424234
https://www.facebook.com/348721478920036/posts/1482368422221997
https://www.facebook.com/472157062814090/posts/5870374569658952
https://www.facebook.com/176601839857648/posts/927325871451904
https://www.facebook.com/190006124371524/posts/6230135450358531
https://www.facebook.com/100063861041172/posts/444498917688806
https://www.facebook.com/hnutie.republika
https://www.facebook.com/100063861041172/posts/456078826530815
https://www.facebook.com/100063861041172/posts/429997072472324
https://www.facebook.com/386600464835386/posts/2222543874574360
https://www.facebook.com/107540124465801/posts/532129935340149
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Slovak President Zuzana Čaputová's post from September 6 covered her meeting with the Greek president
and prime minister, mentioning the possibility of using Greek LNG terminals to strengthen Slovakia's energy
security. The post was clearly informative and did not include any negative sentiment concerning the topic
of LNG and the diversification of energy sources. Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly available tool owned
and operated by Facebook.

Eduard Chmelár's post from September 7, 2022 responded to the above-mentioned meeting of President
Čaputová with Greek political representatives. In the post, Chmelár criticized the president for hypocrisy,
since the effort to diversify sources and use LNG allegedly contrasts with her ideas about the green
transition because, he says, LNG, is the most destructive energy sources on the environment. Data from
CrowdTangle, a publicly available tool owned and operated by Facebook.

https://www.facebook.com/100044201361085/posts/633698514780188
https://www.facebook.com/277333422298557/posts/5738202946211550
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The status posted by Armáda Ruskej Federácie on September 15, 2022 criticized the effort to diversify
energy sources, and accused the U.S. of selling LNG at disadvantageous prices, compared to cheap gas
from Russia, which could guarantee stable supplies. Data from CrowdTangle, a publicly available tool
owned and operated by Facebook.

https://www.facebook.com/386600464835386/posts/2243254869169927
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Conclusion and recommendations
There is a relatively low awareness of the Green Deal on Facebook in Slovakia, as well as
insufficient communication from politicians or the media. Over the research period, we
have detected a relatively low number of relevant posts dealing with the Green Deal. On the
other hand, most of the posts analyzed came from official institutions or credible news
portals or mainstream media. Less beneficial, however, is the lack of interest among
political leaders, either at the national or regional level. At the same time, the identified
posts reached only a marginal part of the audience and received minimal numbers of
interactions.

We can attribute poor communication about the Green Deal on the Slovak-language pages
of Facebook to several aspects. On the one hand, it may be the result of the recent events
in Europe, which, weakened after the pandemic, now has to deal with the consequences of
the war in Ukraine, where most of the political and media attention has been directed. We
also assume that Slovaks associate environmental and climate protection issues with the
energy sector in particular, where the promotion of green solutions represents a
"bogeyman" in the form of more expensive and less available energy.

Key here is the role of political leaders, who should take an active approach to
communicating on the issue and persuading skeptical citizens through leadership and
responsible solutions. These should also be presented in a clear manner and the possible
negative impacts on the well-being of citizens should be declared transparently.

The well-developed disinformation scene has successfully managed to push anti-Western
or Eurosceptic attitudes in the Slovak information space. These are often associated with
the topic of climate action, which is considered to be one of the European institutions'
instruments of oppression. The war in Ukraine and the subsequent EU sanctions have
significantly accelerated the discourse on energy, as well as the population's fears of
possible energy shortages in the winter, which has allowed pro-Russian actors to reinforce
misleading narratives and manipulate public opinion.

Strategic communication of the state therefore emerges as a key element. It should
specifically focus on sharing positive messages about the importance of tackling climate
change and the details of climate policies (such as the Green Deal) and other ways to
reduce the environmental impact of human or industrial activity. This communication
should be combined with the tools offered by mainstream media and offline channels
capable of reaching a wider audience. Equally important are the offices of the European
institutions in Slovakia, and information sharing should not exclude the non-governmental
sector.
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The high number of posts published by official EU institutions and their branches in
Slovakia, in proportion to the posts of problematic sources, on the topic of the Green
Deal points to a wide space that is not yet largely overwhelmed by disinformation or
conspiracy narratives.
These institutions should prepare tools that may be used in several scenarios,
preventing and reacting to potential disinformation or conspiracy narratives.
Building structures within state institutions, strengthening their capacities and
personnel, as well as strengthening strategic communication, is essential.
Active communication among institution should focus on countering myths and
disinformation through prebunking and debunking methods, as well as early warning
of potential threats in the information space related to climate issues and energy. This
could strengthen society's resilience to misleading narratives and raise overall
awareness of these issues.
Considerable space is open for domestic political representatives, who currently
present environmental and climate issues only minimally. However, their messaging
should be structured and coordinated with other actors. Key communicators on green
issues include the media, news agencies, NGOs, and think tanks.
The reluctance to communicate on these topics significantly narrows the societal
debate and continues to reduce trust in the EU. Given the significant overlap of the
topics we covered with anti-Western/anti-EU and pro-Russian sentiment, the impact of
these common narratives should be mitigated, both at the level of state institutions
and at the level of the mainstream media and NGO sector.
NGOs should also be consulted, and an expert analytical community should be
nurtured, which will be capable of reflecting on current threats through continuous
monitoring of the information environment and other analyses. The knowledge
presented by this community can strengthen common awareness and societal
resilience.

Recommendations:
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Research design
The research was conducted through the combined use of qualitative and quantitative
research approach methods. The choice of Facebook for the analysis was derived from
long-term experience with monitoring problematic content in the Slovak information
space. The findings of the 2022 Reuters Institute Digital News Report also indicated that
users of social networks in Slovakia still prefer Facebook (74% of respondents) and
frequently turn to the platform as a source of news (58% said they obtain information from
social networks, of which 54% get it from Facebook).

The research itself consisted of several phases. In the first phase, in addition to the
selection of the platform, we chose the actors to be surveyed, relying primarily on a list of
pro-Russian actors created by Gerulata Technologies, a Slovak technology company that
develops tools for monitoring and assessing malicious online content. Since this list also
includes websites, for the purposes of our research we selected 96 Facebook pages and
personal profiles that were categorized as pro-Russian sources. Subsequently, we added
the Facebook pages of 14 political parties and the pages and personal profiles of 41
political actors – both parliamentary and extra-parliamentary politicians. The Facebook
pages of 10 mainstream media (including news agencies) were inserted in the list of
sources, as well. In total, there were 158 surveyed actors, while three Facebook pages in
the category of pro-Russian actors were not available at the time of the survey. The full list
is available in Annex 1.

We used this list as the basis for creating the source list for CrowdTangle, a publicly
available tool provided by Meta for the purpose of monitoring published content, which in
turn enabled the acquisition of data. We then designed a set of keywords related to
environmental, climate, and energy topics to search for content from the actors under
analysis. The complete list of keywords is available in Annex 2.

Once the preparatory phases were completed, we proceeded to search the content for
further analysis by conducting searches in CrowdTangle using the lists of actors and
keywords, at one-month intervals from May 1 to September 30, 2022. To evaluate the
retrieved dataset, we created a list of tags capturing the key topics or narratives contained
in the examined posts. The assignment of tags to posts was done through the Pulsar
platform. A post typically contained multiple tags; in rare cases, only one tag may have
been assigned.

The final dataset contained 1,853 relevant posts and 694 posts tagged "irrelevant,"
meaning they did not correspond to the focus of the project in terms of content and were
therefore not assessed further. The relatively high number of irrelevant posts may have
resulted from the broad keyword setting, which allowed CrowdTangle to capture unrelated
content. The sentiment and content of relevant posts were subsequently analyzed and
evaluated using tag assignment. As a parallel activity, more complex narratives were
captured and problematic (potentially harmful) posts were tagged.

https://reutersinstitute.politics.ox.ac.uk/digital-news-report/2022/slovakia
https://www.gerulata.com/docs/gerulata_top_pro_russian_sources.pdf
https://www.gerulata.com/
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At the same time, we noted the actors from whom the captured posts originated and
evaluated their attributes. In the category of pro-Russian sources, we assessed: the
presence of a pro-Russian bias in that particular post; an inclination toward extremism; an
inclination toward anti-systemic attitudes; an inclination toward anti-Western attitudes; an
inclination toward anti-liberal attitudes; the presence of conspiratorial narratives; an
orientation toward health-related topics; an orientation toward religion-related topics; and
the subject's position on the right-left political spectrum.

In the case of political parties, the following was determined: the position of the political
party or movement on the right-left political spectrum; geopolitical orientation; regional
affiliation (i.e. if the group is more active in a particular region in Slovakia); the party's
presence in one of the groups in the European Parliament or its presence in the National
Assembly of the Slovak Republic (all of the selected political parties were in coalition or in
opposition at the time of the research).

For individual political actors, we assessed: affiliation with a political party or movement,
or the position of the politician in the party or institution; position on the right-left political
spectrum; geopolitical orientation; and regional affiliation.

In the context of media (including news agencies), we determined: ownership; the level of
relevance of the published content; domestic or foreign coverage; position on the right-left
political spectrum; geopolitical orientation; the popularity of the source (in terms of
number of readers); and the length of time the source has been in operation.

On the basis of this categorization and evaluation of the orientation of the identified
sources, we extracted – from the complete, pre-built list of sources – those whose posts
were captured in CrowdTangle and were evaluated as relevant to the topic of environment,
climate, or energy. In the final stage of the research, we aggregated the findings in the
form of individual chapters in this final report, providing a fundamental overview of the
most prevalent narratives during the study period, which the authors of the report have
placed in a broader context. Furthermore, the report reflects on which actors commented
on environmental, climate, or energy issues during the period, how often they commented
on these topics in their posts, and what sub-topics or narratives were present in their
posts. The prevalent topics, narratives, and the time distribution of relevant posts by topic
were visualized via Pulsar and Flourish (a data visualization platform). The final report also
analyzes the most successful posts by engagement within the selected narratives
according to the assigned tags.

Finally, it should be noted that the research covered as much content as the limitations of
the analytical tools allowed, as well as the lists of keywords and tags. Despite those
restraints, we believe that the available sample reflects the state of the discourse on the
environment, climate, and energy on Slovak-language Facebook pages (which represents
an important segment of the Slovak information space).



 

This report was prepared with the support of IRI’s Beacon Project. The opinions expressed
are solely those of the author and do not reflect those of IRI.
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Pro-russian sources:
Akčná Skupina Vzdor Kysuce, page,number of followers: 7,532
Alexander Ivanovič Možajev, page, number of followers: 7,989
AntiKiska, page, number of followers: 14,195
Antimajdan, page, number of followers: 8,216
Armáda Ruskej Federácie, page, number of followers: 76,641
Armádny magazín, page, number of followers: 16,885
Blog investigatívnej žurnalistiky, page, number of followers: 19,402
BRAT za BRATA, page, number of followers: 54,894
Casus Belli - Vojnové konflikty vo svete a geopolitika, page, number of followers: 1,535
Cesty Víťazstva 2019-Дороги победы 2019-Darogy Pobedy 2019, page, number of
followers: 992
Červené gardy, page, number of followers: 1,730
Čo Vy na to , občania ?, page, number of followers: 20,645
DAV DVA, page (new name: Veci Verejné), number of followers: 
Denník Slobodné listy, page, number of followers: 4,234
DUŠAN JURÍK, page, number of followers: 1,028
ExtraPlus, page, number of followers: 11,554
EZOpress, page (new name: E-press Community), number of followers: 1,951
Front ľavicovej mládeže, page, number of followers: 3,283
Hlavné správy, page not available
Hlavný denník, page, number of followers: 37,147
Hrica Lubos, page, number of followers: 92,777
Hrot.info, page, number of followers: 11,231
Informer-slovensko, page, number of followers: 3,427
InfoSvet/SK, page not available
Inlibri - online kníhkupectvo, page, number of followers: 2,117
ISKRA, page, number of followers: 2,486
Jednota Slovanov, page, number of followers: 853
JOTA - Konceptuálna jednota, page, number of followers: 632
Katarína Boková ǂ Slovenské Hnutie Obrody, page, number of followers: 1,352
Kulturblog, page not available
Magazín 1 - politicko spoločenský magazín, page not available
Milujeme Rusko, page, number of followers: 58,842
Napalete, page, number of followers: 9,676
NA PANSKÉ - Slobodný vysielač, page, number of followers: 1,063
Narodne Slovensko, page, number of followers: 1,779
nocomment.sk, page, number of followers: 65,612
Noviny ÚSVIT, page, number of followers: 1,899
Občiansky ODPOR, page, number of followers: 1,631
Odboj V4, page, number of followers: 12,644
40. OZ Klub histórie veľkej vlasteneckej vojny, page, number of followers: 3,389

Annex 1 – Complete list of monitored actors (data
collection took place on November 12, 2022)

https://www.facebook.com/vzdorkysuceakcnaskupina
https://www.facebook.com/natoISterror
https://www.facebook.com/AntiKiskaOriginal
https://www.facebook.com/Antimajdan
https://www.facebook.com/armadaRF
https://www.facebook.com/Arm%C3%A1dny-magaz%C3%ADn-1942351935794365
https://www.facebook.com/investigativnazurnalistika
https://www.facebook.com/BRAT-za-BRATA-1111935678821585/
https://www.facebook.com/casusbellilive
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100079731067018
https://www.facebook.com/slovenskopatrinavychod
https://www.facebook.com/%C4%8Co-Vy-na-to-ob%C4%8Dania--139060432783052
https://www.facebook.com/veciverejneslovensko
https://www.facebook.com/Konspiracnelisty
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100063836072194
https://www.facebook.com/extraplus.sk
https://www.facebook.com/ezopress
https://www.facebook.com/frontlavicovejmladeze
https://www.facebook.com/hlavnydenniksk
https://www.facebook.com/hricalubos1
https://www.facebook.com/hrot.info
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100063716659363
https://www.facebook.com/inlibri.online
https://www.facebook.com/slovenskaiskra.sk
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100066781873802
https://www.facebook.com/JOTA-Konceptu%C3%A1lna-jednota-392297327607295
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100066801010693
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100067499231972
https://www.facebook.com/napalete.sk
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100064445931458
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100068901232404
https://www.facebook.com/nocommentsk.sk
https://www.facebook.com/novinyusvit
https://www.facebook.com/obcianskyodpor
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100063494899563
https://www.facebook.com/oz.klub.historie
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Pamäť histórie Oslobodenia, page, number of followers: 1,628
Peter Švrček, page, number of followers: 1,305
Podporujeme existenciu Slovenských brancov, page, number of followers: 631
Podtatranský kuriér, page, number of followers: 1,364
PRAVDA ŤA OSLOBODÍ!, page, number of followers: 12,999
Protiprúdu, page, number of followers: 1,152
Republika - Naša Vlasť je Budúcnosť, page, number of followers: 8,524
Rozhľady, page, number of followers: 10,414
Sila pravdy, page, number of followers: 66,457
Slavica, page, number of followers: 6,942
Slobodný Výber, page, number of followers: 8,660
Slobodný vysielač, page, number of followers: 93,828
Slovanska unia, page, number of followers: 8,577
Slovanská duše - Славянская душа, page, number of followers: 18,417
Slovanské bratstvo, page, number of followers: 3,011
Slovanské noviny, page, number of followers: 2,209
Slovanské ženy - matky proti vojne, page, number of followers: 2,040
Slovanský svet - Славянский мир - Slovenski svet - Słowiański świat, page, number of
followers: 5,664
Sloveni, page, number of followers: 14,045
Slovenská Bojová Veda, page, number of followers: 3,604
Slovenské národné noviny, page, number of followers: 7,492
Slovenskí Branci, page, number of followers: 22,365
Slovensko naša krajina, page, number of followers: 43,402
Slovensko v srdci, page, number of followers: 31,829
Slovensko- ruská spoločnosť, page, number of followers: 2,691
Slovensko-ruská spoločnosť Arbat Trnava, page, number of followers: 44
Slovensko-Ruská základná škola, page, number of followers: 566
Slovenský zväz protifašistických bojovníkov - SZPB, page, number of followers: 5,812
Sloviensko, page, number of followers: 2,948
Slovo, page, number of followers: 1,798
Socialistický zväz mladých- SZM / Socialist Union of Youth- Slovakia, page, number of
followers: 472
Somslovan.sk, page, number of followers: 3,160
Som Slovák a som na to hrdý…, page, number of followers: 258,416
Som z dediny, page, number of followers: 147,530
Spoločnosť rodákov a priateľov Ruska - Берёзка, page, number of followers: 1,105
Spravodajská Alternatíva, page, number of followers: 29,153
Svetlo do tmy, page, number of followers: 24,876
Tajné dejiny Slovienov - Slovanov a Arijcov,našich slávnych predkov, page, number of
followers: 2,748
Takže tak, page, number of followers: 5,662
Televízia Slovan, page, number of followers: 57,786
Udalosti dňa, page, number of followers: 725
Ústav pamäti ľudu práce, page, number of followers: 4,055
Varovanie, page, number of followers: 779

https://www.facebook.com/PamathistorieOslobodenia
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100063713640295
https://www.facebook.com/PodporaSB
https://www.facebook.com/PodtatranskyKurier
https://www.facebook.com/pravda.ta.oslobodi
https://www.facebook.com/protiprudu.org
https://www.facebook.com/Republika-Na%C5%A1a-Vlas%C5%A5-je-Bud%C3%BAcnos%C5%A5-650692178296514
https://www.facebook.com/rozhlady
https://www.facebook.com/SilaPravdy
https://www.facebook.com/slavica.oz
https://www.facebook.com/slobodnyvyber
https://www.facebook.com/SlobodnyVysielac
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100069537713994
https://www.facebook.com/slovanskaduse
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100064704674047
https://www.facebook.com/slovanskenoviny
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100080082765291
https://www.facebook.com/slovansvet
https://www.facebook.com/WWW.SLOVENI.SK
https://www.facebook.com/slovenska.bojova.veda
https://www.facebook.com/slovenskenarodnenoviny
https://www.facebook.com/slovenskibranci1
https://www.facebook.com/krajinaslovensko
https://www.facebook.com/Slovensko.v.srdci
https://www.facebook.com/SlovenskoRuskaSpolocnost
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100077422693987
https://www.facebook.com/slovenskoruskazakladnaskola
https://www.facebook.com/szpb.sk
https://www.facebook.com/sloviensko
https://www.facebook.com/noveslovo.sk
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100064943431594
https://www.facebook.com/somslovan
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100064955731168
https://www.facebook.com/somzdedinyDK
https://www.facebook.com/Spolo%C4%8Dnos%C5%A5-rod%C3%A1kov-a-priate%C4%BEov-Ruska-%D0%91%D0%B5%D1%80%D1%91%D0%B7%D0%BA%D0%B0-290053107785169
https://www.facebook.com/spravodajska.alternativa
https://www.facebook.com/svetlodotmy
https://www.facebook.com/malickarus
https://www.facebook.com/takzetak.sk
https://www.facebook.com/televiziaslovan
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100064902511947
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100035399871585
https://www.facebook.com/varovanie.sk
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Veľvyslanectvo Ruska na Slovensku/ Посольство России в Словакии, page, number of
followers: 68,831
Vojaci proti vojne a za suverenitu Slovenska, page, number of followers: 1,216
Vydavateľstvo Torden, page, number of followers: 1,942
Vzbura proti modernému svetu, page, number of followers: 12,508
VZDOR, page, number of followers: 14,730
Zaujímavosti Slovenska, page, number of followers: 41,706
Zdrojj, page, number of followers: 14,656
Združenie slovenskej inteligencie, page, number of followers: 4,944
Zjednotení za mier, page, number of followers: 3,887
zvtv, page, number of followers: 4,393
Большая Славия, Sláva Rodu Slovanskému, page, number of followers: 2,540
Ночные Волки MC Европа \ Night Wolves MC Europe, page, number of followers: 9,639
13. Русский дом в Братиславе/Ruský dom v Bratislave, page, number of followers: 2,460

Political parties and movements:
Hlas - sociálna demokracia, page, number of followers: 45,231
Komunistická Strana Slovenska, page, number of followers: 8,122
Kotlebovci - ľudová strana Naše Slovensko, page, number of followers: 17,301
Obyčajní ľudia a nezávislé osobnosti, page, number of followers: 219,683
Progresívne Slovensko, page, number of followers: 44,556
Republika, page, number of followers: 12,726
Sloboda a solidarita, page, number of followers: 130,385
Slovenská národná strana, page, number of followers: 88,504
Slovenské hnutie obrody, page, number of followers: 47,731
Slovenský PATRIOT, page, number of followers: 3,327
socialisti.sk, page, number of followers: 10,612
SPOLU - občianska demokracia, page, number of followers: 28,630
Za ľudí, page, number of followers: 20,409
Život - Národná strana, page, number of followers: 13,868

Political actors:
Angelová, Svetlana, page, number of followers: 516
Bekmatov, Artur, page, number of followers: 13,527
Beňová, Monika, page, number of followers: 63,768
Boková, Katarína, page, number of followers: 25,516
Budaj, Ján, profile, number of followers: 5,909
Bilčík, Vladimír, page, number of followers: 7,989
Čaputová, Zuzana, page, number of followers: 368,547
Danko, Andrej, page, number of followers: 95,459
Draxler, Juraj, page, number of followers: 24,174
Ďuriš Nicholsonová, Lucia, page, number of followers: 58,126
Gergeľová, Monika, page, number of followers: 672
Géci, Marek, page, number of followers: 52, 692
 13. Hajšel, Robert, page, number of followers: 1,724

https://www.facebook.com/ambasadarus
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100068519109712
https://www.facebook.com/tordenvydavatelstvo
https://www.facebook.com/vzbura
https://www.facebook.com/vzdorhp
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100050687760321
https://www.facebook.com/Zdrojj
https://www.facebook.com/ZSIKORENE
https://www.facebook.com/Zjednoten%C3%AD-za-mier-281494758697472
https://www.facebook.com/zvtv.sk
https://www.facebook.com/SlaviaSlavaRodu
https://www.facebook.com/NightWolvesMCEurope
https://www.facebook.com/rcvkbratislava
https://www.facebook.com/HlasSocialnaDemokracia
https://www.facebook.com/KomunistickaStranaSlovenska
https://www.facebook.com/KotlebovciLSNaseSlovensko
https://www.facebook.com/obycajni.ludia.a.nezavisle.osobnosti
https://www.facebook.com/ProgresivneSlovensko
https://www.facebook.com/hnutie.republika
https://www.facebook.com/stranasas
https://www.facebook.com/stranasns
https://www.facebook.com/slovenskehnutieobrody
https://www.facebook.com/slovenskypatriot
https://www.facebook.com/Socialisti.SK
https://www.facebook.com/stranaspolu
https://www.facebook.com/zaludisk
https://www.facebook.com/ZivotNarodnaStrana
https://www.facebook.com/shoangelova
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100039974514458
https://www.facebook.com/monikabenovaep
https://www.facebook.com/bokovakatarina
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100057816802595
https://www.facebook.com/Bilcik.Vladimir/
https://www.facebook.com/zcaputova
https://www.facebook.com/andrej.danko.7169
https://www.facebook.com/draxlerjuraj
https://www.facebook.com/luciadnicholsonova
https://www.facebook.com/gergelovamonika
https://www.facebook.com/gecimarek
https://www.facebook.com/roberthajselEU
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Harabin, Štefan, page not available
Hojsík, Martin, page, number of followers: 23,788
Chmelár, Eduard, page, number of followers: 71,771
Jurzyca, Eugen, page, number of followers: 2,614
Kazda, Radovan, profile, number of followers: 4,610
Kotleba, Marian, page, number of followers: 50,112
Lexmann, Miriam, page, number of followers: 8,448
Mazurek, Milan, page, number of followers: 176,918
Mičovský, Ján, page, number of followers: 6,958
Mišún, Marián, page, number of followers: 22,987
Polačik, Štefan, page, number of followers: 1,398
Pollák, Peter, page, number of followers: 56,332
Poprocký, Pavol, page, number of followers: 2,242
Radačovský, Miroslav, page, number of followers: 40,597
Sabo, Michal, page, number of followers: 47,765
Skýpala, Pavol, profile, number of followers: 881
Soročinová, Monika Sofyia, profile, number of followers: 15,764
Stohlová, Tamara, page, number of followers: 3,181
Suja, Miroslav, page, number of followers: 39,760
Šimečka, Michal, page, number of followers: 32,257
Ščurka, Jaroslav, page, number of followers: 525
Štefanec, Ivan, page, number of followers: 23,172
Švec, Róbert, profile, number of followers: 12,476
Taraba, Tomáš, page, number of followers: 58,169
Tóth, Ján, page, number of followers: 173
Vorobelová, Slavěna, page, number of followers: 19,304
Wiezik, Michal, page, number of followers: 19,937
Zemanová, Anna, page, number of followers: 3,359

Media and news agencies:
Hospodárske noviny, page, number of followers: 135,043
Plus jeden deň, page, number of followers: 198,647
Pravda, page, number of followers: 158,856
RTVS, page, number of followers: 107,301
SITA, page, number of followers: 1,864
SME, page, number of followers: 189,358
TA3, page, number of followers 208,240
TASR, page, number of followers: 72,492
Teraz.sk, page, number of followers: 47,390
 10. Webnoviny, page, number of followers: 32,500

https://www.facebook.com/martinhojsik
https://www.facebook.com/ChmelarEduard/
https://www.facebook.com/eugen.jurzyca.sk/
https://www.facebook.com/radovan.kazda
https://www.facebook.com/Kotlebaofficialfanpage
https://www.facebook.com/miriamlexmann.sk/
https://www.facebook.com/milan.mazurek.378
https://www.facebook.com/micovsky
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100057214010171
https://www.facebook.com/polacikSHO
https://www.facebook.com/peterpollak.sk/
https://www.facebook.com/ppoprockysho
https://www.facebook.com/radacovskypatriot
https://www.facebook.com/mxsabo
https://www.facebook.com/pavol.skypala
https://www.facebook.com/irfan.d.firmansyah
https://www.facebook.com/tamarastohlova
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100057776421847
https://www.facebook.com/miso.simecka/
https://www.facebook.com/jscurkasho
https://www.facebook.com/ivanstefanec.eu
https://www.facebook.com/robert.svec
https://www.facebook.com/tomastaraba.sk
https://www.facebook.com/jantothsala
https://www.facebook.com/vorobelova
https://www.facebook.com/michalwiezikzazelenueuropu
https://www.facebook.com/AnnaZemanovaSaS
https://www.facebook.com/hospodarskenoviny
https://www.facebook.com/plusjedenden
https://www.facebook.com/pravdadennik
https://www.facebook.com/RTVS.sk
https://www.facebook.com/SITASlovakNewsAgency
https://www.facebook.com/sme.sk
https://www.facebook.com/televiziaTA3/
https://www.facebook.com/tasrtv.sk
https://www.facebook.com/teraz.sk
https://www.facebook.com/Webnoviny
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Annex 2 – List of keywords used for researching
Facebook content (via CrowdTangle)*
climate, "global warming", "Green Deal", ecology, ecologic, decarbonization, carbon,
environment, environmental, emissions, "greenhouse gas", "greenhouse gasses", CO2,
methane, "fossil fuel", "fossil fuels", energy, sustainable, sustainability, "circular economy",
"renewable energy", renewables

*The keywords were translated from Slovak language, in which they were originally used.

Annex 3 – List of used tags

"carbon_control" – analyzed content contains a narrative of the elites' alleged efforts to
control the world's population through green policies, primarily through limiting greenhouse
gas emissions
"cars_ban" – analyzed content contains the topic of banning the sale of motor vehicles with
combustion engines within the EU from 2035
"CA_positive" – analyzed content contains a narrative of climate alarmism, and talks about
how global elites – primarily the WEF, the UN, and the EU – misuse the topic of climate
protection to curtail the rights of citizens; it is possible to identify an anti-Western sentiment
"CC_support" – climate change is a serious threat, and analyzed content supports
mitigation and adaptation policies
"CC_neutral" – climate change exists, but is not perceived as a serious threat
"CC_oppose" – climate change is downplayed; policies for mitigation and adaptation are
interpreted as unnecessary; measures are presented as economically demanding, or as an
attempt to cover up other, more serious problems
"CC_denial" – analyzed content contains a narrative of climate change denial
"economy" – analyzed content refers to the economic aspects of green measures or
climate change or is otherwise related to the economy
"emissions_support" – greenhouse gas emissions harm the climate and must be reduced;
measures to reduce emissions are presented positively
"emissions_neutral" – analyzed content touches on the topic of emissions, and the
sentiment is neutral, mostly in the case of informative posts
"emissions_oppose" – greenhouse gas emissions do not harm the climate; therefore there
is no need to reduce them; measures to reduce emissions are presented negatively (as
unnecessary or harmful to the economy)
"energy" – analyzed content concerns energy, such as energy sources, energy prices, energy
from Russia, etc.
"environment" – analyzed content contains a topic related to the environment and its
protection or ecology
"EU_policies" – analyzed content refers to green measures at the level of the European
Union or reflects the political position of the EU on a specific topic
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"EU_positive" – analyzed content positively portrays the European Union, its representatives,
institutions, or measures
"EU_neutral" – analyzed content describes neutrally the European Union, its representatives,
institutions, or measures, mostly in the case of informative posts
"EU_negative" – analyzed content describes the European Union, its representatives,
institutions, or measures in a negative light (as unnecessary or harmful)
"Gazprom_dependence" – analyzed content contains a narrative presenting Russia and
Gazprom as the only reliable energy partner that can deliver energy to the EU on time and at
low prices
"GD_support" – The European Green Deal is presented as a necessary tool
"GD_neutral" – The European Green Deal is presented neutrally, mostly in the case of
informative media posts
"GD_oppose" – The European Green Deal is presented negatively (as unnecessary or even
harmful)
"green_politics" – green political topics in general, or posts that cannot be placed under a
Slovak or European context
"information" – analyzed content has a purely neutral, informative character
"irrelevant" – to mark an unrelated piece of content or content that contains some keyword
but its main focus is mainly on a different topic
"LNG_supply" – analyzed content contains the topic of supplies of liquefied natural gas to
EU countries to diversify energy sources
"pro-Russia" – pro-Russian sentiment can be identified in analyzed content
"renewable_positive" – the transition from fossil fuels to renewable sources is presented
positively
"renewable_neutral" – the transition from fossil fuels to renewable sources is presented
neutrally
"renewable_negative" – the transition from fossil fuels to renewable sources is presented
negatively (e.g. if the post provides misleading information about the reliability and cost-
effectiveness of renewable sources, etc.)
"RE_neutral" – analyzed content contains a messaging about Russian energy sources
"RE_positive" – analyzed content contains a narrative that presents Russia as the winner of
the energy crisis, allegedly increasing its profits from energy sales after the imposition of
sanctions instead of losses; positive pro-Russian sentiment can be identified in analyzed
content
"Russia" – analyzed content concerns Russia
"Slovak_policies" – analyzed content refers to the Slovak legislative framework, laws being
prepared, etc.
"sustainability" – analyzed content contains a topic related to the concept of sustainability
"technologies" – analyzed content refers to technology and innovation; for example, to
mitigate the effects of climate change
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